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Diablo Canyon is Seismically Safe

California is surely earthquake territory. When I lived there, I lived through the Loma Prieta earthquake at my home 
in Palo Alto. Later, our son had the bad luck to be visiting Los Angeles during the Northridge Earthquake. I take 
earthquakes seriously. 

Nobody takes earthquakes more seriously than the people who build, run and evaluate nuclear plants. Recently, 
PG&E did a careful study of the earthquake risk around Diablo Canyon, and concluded that the public safety would 
not be affected by major earthquakes on the local faults. The NRC also requires new evaluations of earthquake risk 
when new information becomes available. Again, the evaluations show that Diablo Canyon is built safely. 

For some reason, one of the anti-nuclear groups has decided these evaluations are insufficient. They want an 
evaluation of an earthquake right under the plant. Apparently, they don't know that earthquakes don't just happen in 
random locations. There's a reason people map faults, evaluate faults, and so forth! Don't let unscientific fear-
mongering get in the way of keeping the public safe. Diablo Canyon is safe. 

Yes, keeping Diablo Canyon operating is indeed keeping the public safe. California does not need more gas line 
explosions like San Bruno. California does not need more carbon dioxide to feed global warming and drought. In 
other words, California does not anti-nuclear scare stories to set policy. Closing nuclear plants diminishes public 
safety by requiring more use of natural gas and causing more global warming.
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